Abstract-A new scheme for the modular control of discrete event systems is presented and studied. This scheme, called modular control with priorities (MCP), is an extension of earlier works on modular control in the realm of the supervisory control theory of discrete event systems. The key feature of this scheme is the use of a priority mechanism based on the priority functions of individual supervisors in the process of combining the control actions of individual supervisors. This approach is motivated by both theoretical and practical considerations. The main objective is to use priority functions to mitigate or eliminate the problem of blocking that originates in conventional modular control. In this paper, we first show how to design individual supervisors so that they can operate under MCP. We then show how MCP operates and discuss the resulting properties of this approach. Finally, we present several algorithms for priority assignment to obtain nonblocking behavior under MCP. A motivating example from the area of telecommunications is used throughout the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper studies a new scheme for the modular control of discrete event systems and presents design algorithms for nonblocking modular supervision. This work is set in the framework of the supervisory control theory of discrete event systems ( [1] ; see also [2] and [3] ), and it extends earlier results on modular control [4] . Modular control refers to the situation in which several individual supervisors are jointly controlling a given discrete event system. The key feature of our scheme is that the control actions of the individual supervisors are combined together according to a priority mechanism based on the priority functions of the individual supervisors. Several algorithms are presented for designing such priority functions to obtain nonblocking controlled behavior. We refer to our scheme as modular control with priorities (MCP). MCP is more general than the work in [4] , in which the control actions of the individual supervisors are combined together by set intersection (i.e., conjunction). Our approach is different from that in [5] and [6] , in Manuscript received February 20, 1998 ; revised December 21, 1998 which the prioritized synchronous composition operation introduced in [7] is used as the control mechanism connecting the supervisor and the (nondeterministic) system; these differences will be highlighted in Section IV-C after we have presented our scheme. Our use of priorities is completely different from the use of priorities in [8] and [9] for the purpose of calculating special solutions of supervisory control problems with partial event observation. In this paper, all events are assumed to be observable. We note that, in our framework, each individual supervisor is responsible for one control objective; thus, the problem that we consider is different from the work in [10] , in which "decision fusion rules" are used to combine the control actions of a set of partial-observation supervisors and all supervisors are trying to ensure the same control objective. Our motivations for considering an MCP are both theoretical and practical. On the theoretical side, it is well known that the conjunction of nonblocking supervisors need not be a nonblocking supervisor unless the respective languages marked by the system under the control of the individual supervisors satisfy the nonconflicting condition defined in [4] . When this condition is not satisfied, blocking can be resolved by restricting the behavior further by computing supremal nonconflicting and controllable sublanguages [11] ; however, this approach can be too restrictive on the resulting system behavior (c.f. the example presented in Section II). Thus, it is of interest to attempt to mitigate the blocking problem that originates in modular control by allowing other types of composition of the control actions of the individual supervisors than pure conjunction. On the practical side, we note that the use of priorities is very common in applications to resolve situations of conflict. In particular, we have been motivated to consider a priority scheme by recent work on the problem of "feature interactions" in telecommunications networks in [12] - [14] . We will explain the nature of this problem in Section II. Fig. 1 depicts the MCP considered in this paper. In this scheme, the individual supervisors issue control actions, denoted by , based on the trace of events generated so far by the system , and on the respective requirements that these supervisors are implementing. The coordinator, denoted by , combines these control actions according to the respective priority sets of the supervisors after trace . The function associated with each supervisor is called the priority function of the supervisor. The exact details about the coordinator as well as the role and the design of the priority functions will be presented later. Observe that, if we omit the priority functions and is replaced by the conjunction , we get the standard modular scheme of [4] . 0018 -9286/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• The new framework for modular supervisory control of discrete event systems depicted in Fig. 1 provides a flexible means to resolve conflicts that could originate because of the modularization of supervisors.
• We adopt a state-based approach to capture the notion of a supervisor being in-specification or out-of-specification in the design of MCP supervisors.
• We study the system behavior under the supervision of modular supervisors in the proposed framework. We find that the controlled system behavior satisfies the specifications of at least one of the modular supervisors at any time.
• We develop algorithms that can synthesize nonblocking modular supervisors by assigning appropriate priority functions. Some of the algorithms rely on given cost values of events in awarding appropriate priority events to modular supervisors.
• Partial priority ordering among modular supervisors can be achieved by applying the above algorithms in a proper sequence. Assignments of priority functions made by these algorithms can then be passed on to the modular supervisors through a priority update procedure. Before going into the details of the scheme in Fig. 1 , we present in Section II the application area that motivated our work. In Section III we consider the design of the individual supervisors that will operate under modular control with priorities. Section IV presents the MCP scheme and studies some of its properties. Issues regarding blocking in the MCP scheme are also discussed in Section IV. We then present in Sections V-VII different assignment algorithms for the priority functions that guarantee the resulting behavior to be nonblocking. Implementation issues regarding the design of priority functions for operation, as depicted in Fig. 1 are also discussed in Section VII.
A. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the main results of supervisory control theory. (We adopt, essentially, the same notation as in [1] .) We model the discrete event system to be controlled by a finite state machine where i) is the finite set of events; ii)
is the finite set of states of ; It has been proven that, given a requirement on the system represented by a language , a supervisor can be designed such that if and only if is controllable and -closed [1] ; that is, If many requirements are imposed, the supervision can be achieved in the following modular fashion [4] . Each requirement is implemented by a supervisor , and the joint control action is then given by . It is easy to see that the system behavior under the joint supervisor is and In this modular control scheme, the resulting system behavior under the joint control of two nonblocking modular supervisors may be blocking. A well-known necessary and sufficient condition for two individually nonblocking supervisors to result in nonblocking joint supervision is the nonconflicting property [1] . Two languages and are nonconflicting if This nonconflicting condition may, however, be difficult to satisfy and may result in too restrictive a behavior (see Section II). In this paper, we will introduce a new method to resolve blocking by using MCP.
II. MOTIVATION: THE PROBLEM OF FEATURE INTERACTIONS
To motivate our approach of MCP, we will discuss the application area that motivated our work, namely, the problem of feature interactions in telecommunications. This problem has been recognized as a major hindrance to the rapid deployment of new features in telecommunication networks [15] , [16] . The definitions of features and feature interactions in telecommunication networks have not yet been standardized (see [17] for discussion). We adopt here the notion of features defined in [15] as "packages of incrementally added functionality providing services to subscribers or the telephone administration." With the introduction of a new feature, some unanticipated side effects might develop that could cause undesired system behaviors and interfere with the normal functionalities of the existing features, which is called a feature interaction. Unfortunately, without systematic approaches to this problem, detecting and resolving feature interactions relies mainly on the time-consuming efforts of human experts. Hence, to speed the development and deployment of telecommunication services, effective mechanisms to manage feature interactions are essential. We refer the reader to [18] and [19] for related discussions on the problem of feature interactions.
To study the problem of feature interactions in the realm of supervisory control, we view telecommunication systems as the composition of numerous distributed components that are modeled individually by finite state machines. Features are implemented as decentralized modular supervisors operating at local switches. Hence, the development of a feature is considered as the problem of designing a modular supervisor. The logical behavior of telecommunication networks is then represented by the resulting system behavior under the joint supervision of modular supervisors.
As in [12] - [14] , we consider a telephone system of three users (users 1-3). Each user is connected to a corresponding local switch, where a collection of modular supervisors is implemented to control the behavior of the network. The fact that the model considers only three users is not a limitation of our approach; this number of users keeps the exposition simple and, more importantly, suffices to capture the conflicts discussed in our work.
The uncontrolled behavior of this telephone system can be modeled by three similar finite state machines that represent event sequences that can be induced by each user as seen at the corresponding switch. Fig. 2 shows the state machine that models the behavior of user 0 as seen at switch 0, denoted as . 1 State INIT is the initial state of , indicated by a wedge pointing into the state. It represents the case in which the handset of user 0's telephone is on-hook. When user 0 picks up the handset, that is, event offh0 (off-hook 0) happens, goes to the state CON. In CON, user 0 can hang up the phone-onh0 (on-hook 0), push and then release the hook-switch immediately once-fh0 (flash-hook 0), or twice-dfh0 (double-flash-hook 0). The user can also dial a number, say, that of user 1 (req01), to request the establishment of a connection with user 1. If the switch at site 1 grants the request (con01), the user will receive a ringing 1 This model is an expansion of the model originally presented in [12] . tone and the telephone at site 1 will ring. When user 1 picks up the phone, the vocal connection between site 0 and site 1 is then established. If the switch at site 1 denies the request (nocon01), a busy tone will be heard by user 0.
Call transferring functions are also implemented in this model. According to Signaling System 7 (SS7) [20] , the information of the forwarding number is returned to the calling party. Hence, when switch 1 decides to forward the call to user 2, instead of transferring the call directly to switch 2, switch 1 notifies its decision to switch 0 through the event fwd012 (0's call to 1 is forwarded by 1 to 2). Switch 0 then makes a request to switch 2 for establishing connection (req02). Event nocon0 represents the situation where switch 0 denies the forwarding of calls originated from user 0. This event is necessary because whenever switch 0 is informed by other switches that a call needs to be forwarded, it should be able to decide whether to grant the forwarding action (by issuing a request) or not.
State INIT is the only marked state in , as indicated by the double-frame in the figure. A sequence of events generated by this model that terminates at the marked state INIT can be considered as the completion of a call processing task (either the connection is established or denied). Note that all event sequences that can generate can be extended to reach a (in fact, the only) marked state in , which means that the system can always finish some task, eventually. That is, is nonblocking.
The complete, uncontrolled system for the three-user network, denoted as , is built by taking the parallel composition (also termed synchronous composition) of the models of all users . Likewise, not all events can be disabled through the control actions taken at a local switch. The only events controllable at switch form the controllable event set at . The set of events that can never be disabled is denoted as . Table I illustrates which events in are observable and controllable at each local switch. Similar relations hold for and . In the illustrative example in this paper, we will consider the design of the supervisors at local switch 0 only. Therefore, the plant to be controlled is the projection of onto . That is, , where : is the standard natural projection [21] . In this paper, we will consider two features, terminating call screening (TCS) and call forwarding (CF), and study their interaction. More features are studied in [13] and [14] .
TCS is a feature that allows a user to avoid receiving calls made from some unwanted numbers in a "screening" list prescribed by the user. The specification model of TCS for user 0 to screen out calls from user 2, denoted as , is shown in Fig. 3 , where is the event set of . This model achieves its requirement by simply denying the occurrence of events con20, fwd201, and fwd202 in . From this specification, we can obtain the legal language that describes the behavior of the system in the presence of TCS. Because every sequence of events in the legal language must be possible in , the legal language is given by . The generator for this legal language, , can be obtained by taking the parallel composition of and : . It can be verified that is controllable and -closed. Hence, the requirement of TCS can be enforced by a nonblocking supervisor that implements . The second feature under consideration, CF, redirects all calls for a user to a preassigned number. As shown in Fig. 4 , models the specification of CF for user 0 to transfer all of his/her calls to user 1's telephone. This model adopts the strategy to disable other possible outcomes, except for events to forward calls to user 1 once requests have been made. The corresponding legal language can be implemented because it is both controllable and -closed. However, the languages and are conflicting. Examining the combined machine, , we can find that blocking occurs whenever user 2 calls user 0 while user 0 requests all incoming calls to be redirected to user 1's location.
The approach that has been studied so far in the literature to resolve blocking in the joint controlled behavior under the conventional modular supervisory scheme is to find the "largest" controllable and nonconflicting sublanguages of the languages generated under the sole control of each modular supervisor. Techniques to find the supremal controllable nonconflicting sublanguage are presented in [11] . The modular supervisors are then modified accordingly to achieve these sublanguages.
However, this approach does not always work because the "largest" controllable and nonconflicting sublanguages found could be empty sets, which is the case in the present TCS and CF interaction. Moreover, even if those sublanguages are nonempty, the resulting system behavior under the joint control of these modified supervisors may be too restrictive and the intended functionality of some supervisors may be lost. Unfortunately, no proper approach exists under the conventional modular control scheme to resolve the conflicts caused by such loss of functionality.
An alternative (and intuitive) way to resolve conflicts used in many practical problems is to use priorities and to allow some modular supervisor to temporarily override the control actions issued by other supervisors. For example, in the conflict between TCS and CF, when user 2 calls user 0 (i.e., req20), we should allow the supervisor for TCS to enable event nocon20, which overrides the decision of the supervisor for CF that disables nocon20. However, to ensure that the effect of the override will only last temporarily and that the supervisor whose decision is overridden will be able to resume its control on the system behavior correctly, the modular supervisors must be equipped with certain mechanisms to keep track of the current system behavior.
Motivated by the above discussion, we present in this paper a new framework for modular supervisory control that employs a priority mechanism and allows us to temporarily override individual control actions. We call this new framework MCP. In MCP, control requirements are specified by finite state machines, in which a special set of "out-of-specification" states are used to model the situations when the requirements are violated. The individual control actions of modular supervisors implementing these requirements are also defined on the states of their corresponding state machines. We adopt this "state-based" approach because, in a purely language-based approach, it would be very complex, if not impossible, to characterize the effect of event priorities and temporary overrides on the system behavior. For discussions about how the MCP approach can help in alleviating the feature interactions problem, please refer to [14] .
III. STATE-BASED DESIGN OF INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISORS
In this section, the design procedure of an individual supervisor to be used in the MCP scheme is described. First, we show how to build a state-based model that represents the given requirements on the intended system behavior. Then, we present the supervisor synthesis procedure in our approach.
A. State-Based Specifications
In the conventional modular control scheme, a requirement to be imposed on the system behavior is usually specified by a language , where . In our MCP approach, a requirement will be specified by a state-based specification model, denoted as . This specification model is a state machine consisting of the five usual components , is in . We assume that the marking of states is solely specified by the uncontrolled system model . Hence, we set here, and when is composed with later in Section III-B, the proper marking will be specified.
If we denote the submachine of consisting of all states in (but none in ) and of all corresponding transitions among them as , the language generated by , , should represent the intended behavior specified by the requirement. More precisely, is the analog of the "legal language" in the language-based approach to our state-based specification modeling. The main characteristic of our state-based specifications is the employment of Out-of-Spec states. These Out-of-Spec states in are used to account for the situations when the system is forced to go out of the desired set of In-Spec states in a specification model by some other supervisor(s) temporarily. They are also used to specify how the system behavior can return to In-Spec states.
In order to work properly under our MCP scheme, a specification model Spec should always satisfy the following two conditions. , where denotes the accessible part of the machine . Note that, in order to build the specification model Spec, we can first build the accessible submachine that represents the intended behavior under the requirement (as we would proceed in building a finite state machine representation of the legal language). Then, is obtained by expanding the state space of , i.e., by adding some Out-of-Spec states to the state space and adding the corresponding transitions such that Condition 1 is satisfied. The precise manner in which these new states and transitions should be added is problem-dependent. It is a modeling issue intricately connected to the modeling of itself and to the requirements imposed on .
Example 1 [Telecommunications Example]:
In Fig. 5 , we show a possible MCP specification model of the TCS feature at switch 0 that allows user 0 to screen out calls from user 2, denoted as . This model is constructed from the (conventional) specification model of the TCS feature described earlier. State INIT is the only In-Spec state, and state OUT is the single Out-of-Spec state that is added to the model. Because user 0 does not want to receive calls from user 2, the occurrence of events that could possibly connect user 2 to user 0 (i.e., con20, fwd201, and fwd202) will take the system from the In-Spec state INIT to the Out-of-Spec state OUT. The system behavior then stays in OUT until user 2 hangs up the phone (onh2). Fig. 6 presents an MCP specification model, denoted as , for the CF feature at switch 0 that redirects all calls for user 0 to user 1's telephone.
The above example is too cumbersome to serve as a simple illustrative example of the results of this paper, because it in- volves a few hundred states. For this reason, we will also use the following modified and simplified example in the sequel.
Example 2 [Illustrative Example]:
We consider the uncontrolled system modeled by the state machine shown in Fig. 7 . For simplicity, we assume that all events in are controllable. Two requirements are imposed on the system behavior:
Requirement 1: The resulting system behavior should not have any traces containing event .
Requirement 2: The resulting system behavior should not have any traces containing event .
Define the conventional modular supervisors : as follows, for all :
and Clearly, supervisors and satisfy Requirements 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, it can easily be shown that the system behavior under the supervision of (or ) is nonblocking. However, in the conventional modular control scheme, the system will block if these two supervisors are applied simultaneously. Two types of blocking can occur under the joint supervision. A deadlock occurs when the system is in state 1 of , where disables and disables . Moreover, once the system enters state 2 or 3 of , because disables out of state 3 while disables out of states 2 and 3, the system can only loop between these two states and cannot reach the marked state 0 anymore, which results in a livelock. Note that states 1-3 are reachable under the joint supervision of and . Normally, each requirement would be represented by a single-state machine with the appropriate set of self-loops. As a possible way to construct the MCP specification models, we can introduce an Out-of-Spec state to each of the single-state machines and then add the corresponding transitions to satisfy Condition 1. The resulting specification models for requirements 1 and 2, and , respectively, are shown in Fig. 8 , where Out-of-Spec states are shaded.
B. Synthesis of Individual Supervisors
In the previous subsection, we described the construction of the specification model for a given requirement on the system behavior. We now present the procedure to build an individual supervisor to implement this specification model. Given a specification model Spec, we start by constructing a state machine called by following the three-step procedure. and ii) the symbol denotes "submachine" (in the sense of subgraph; see, e.g., [22] Once has been obtained, the task of specifying the desired individual control policy requires the following definitions. For all states , where is the state space of , define and (called the active event set and legal active event set at , respectively) as follows:
Note that, for a trace such that , we have that , where denotes the active event set at in . This result is because i) implies and ii) in this case. We now use the state machine to define the desired control policy as State machine is called the realization of the control policy of the individual supervisor. According to this definition, when the system is in a legal state (in ), the supervisor will enable only the events that lead to legal states. It is necessary to define for all , including those traces for which , because under the proposed priority scheme, it will be possible for the requirement modeled by Spec to be violated. In this case, i.e., when , we define to be . We will see later the effect of this definition on the priority scheme.
State machine of Step 2 in the construction of is called the legal machine of the individual supervisor . This machine represents the (accessible) system behavior under the sole supervision of , as shown in the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward. , and its corresponding behavior can be obtained similarly.
The realization plays a very important role in our scheme: it carries the notion of desired system behavior in terms of the legal states upon which the control policy is defined. Meanwhile, because
, it provides the information for the supervisor to follow the system passively once the system moves out of the legal states in , and to resume control after the system returns to one of the legal states. This process will become clear in Section IV-B.
It is worth noting that the above synthesis procedure is consistent with that of the supervisory control problem (SCP) originally proposed and solved in [23] ; see also the basic supervisory control problem-nonblocking case (BSCP-NB) in [3] .
IV. MODULAR CONTROL WITH PRIORITIES
With the construction of the individual supervisors and the associated system behaviors discussed in the previous section, we now move on to present our MCP. First, we define the priority function of each individual supervisor. Then, the definition of the coordinated control policy is given and the properties and physical meaning of the coordinated control policy are also examined. The construction of a realization that represents the system behavior under this scheme is presented. Finally, we discuss the issue of blocking in our scheme.
A. Priority Functions and Joint Control Policy
Let us consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1 of Section I, where several individual (MCP) supervisors issue control actions based on their common observations of the system behavior and a coordinator, , is used to implement the priority mechanism that produces the final control action. Each supervisor employs the control policy based on its corresponding realization , , , , , , which is constructed from some state-based specification by the procedure discussed in Section III.
In order to coordinate individual supervisors in a flexible way, we introduce in the MCP scheme a priority function for each individual supervisor. Formally, the priority function of supervisor is defined as a function : with the restriction that for all . That is, at every state in the realization , the priority function of supervisor returns a set of events that we call the priority set of at ; the priority set of at an illegal state is always empty.
The coordinator takes the control action and the priority set of each individual supervisor as inputs and sends the coordinated control action, , to the system. Given the control policy, :
, and the priority function, : of each supervisor , the coordinated control policy, : , denoted by , is defined as follows, , :
That is, an event belongs to the coordinated control action if and only if i) it is in the control action of every individual supervisor that has it in its priority set and ii) if it is in none of the priority sets of these individual supervisors, it must be in the control actions of all of these supervisors. The closed-loop behavior is defined recursively in the usual manner. Note that, from the definition of , we have that . Moreover, if is empty for all , for all , ; this equality motivated the above condition ii).
The priority functions are designed to achieve various objectives, such as nonblocking, the property of interest in this paper; for other objectives, see [24] . We will address the issue of how to synthesize priority functions to resolve blocking among modular supervisors in Sections V-VII. In the remainder of this section, we assume that the priority function of a supervisor is given.
Example 5 [Illustrative Example (Con't.)]:
Continuing from Example 4, the priority functions of individual supervisors and (which are realized by and , respectively) could be defined as follows: if if and if if . This choice of priority functions was made based on intuitive considerations and will be used in the remainder of this illustrative example. The controlled behavior is discussed in Example 6; it is nonblocking.
B. Properties of the MCP Scheme
We now examine some properties of the priority mechanism defined previously. First, consider the situation in which only two individual supervisors, and , are in this scheme. It can be shown that the coordinated control policy, , has the following equivalent representations:
From (2), we can see that the coordinated control action after trace contains i) the events enabled by both individual supervisors after and ii) the events enabled by only one of the supervisors and are in the priority set of the supervisor that enables them, but not in the priority set of the other supervisor. In other words, regarding the events in both/none of the priority sets, both supervisors have the same power in disabling these events. On the other hand, regarding the events in one of the priority sets, but not in the other, the supervisor whose priority set contains these events has the sole power in the decision process and the other supervisor cannot veto the enablement/disablement of these events in should they be allowed/disallowed by the first supervisor. We include (3) because it is useful in proving the associativity of this priority mechanism, which will be discussed later.
The coordinated control policy can also be written by the states in individual realizations, as shown in the following proposition. We omit the proof of this proposition as it is straightforward. 
The proof of Proposition 3 is obtained by applying (3) and some set simplification methods; it is omitted here. Because the priority mechanism is associative, the expression of the coordinated control policy in the two-supervisor case shown in (2) can be generalized to the -supervisor case. The corresponding priority function : under the joint supervision of supervisors, and , is defined as
The system behavior under the joint control policy of has the following properties.
Properties (of Jointly Supervised Behavior):
P.1) From Proposition 1, Part 3, an individual supervisor cannot "force" the system to move from a legal state to an illegal state in its own realization. P.2) The system behavior can move out of the legal states of an individual supervisor only via some event that is in the priority set of some other supervisor, but not in the priority set of this supervisor at that time. This property is a consequence of the definitions of individual control policy and of joint control policy . P.3) Once the system behavior moves into some illegal state of a supervisor, this supervisor becomes "idle" and follows the system behavior passively, because this supervisor cannot disable any event in this case (refer to Section III-B). P.4) An individual supervisor cannot "force" the system to go out of the legal state sets (i.e., ) of other supervisors when the current system behavior is in an illegal state of its realization, because of the restriction imposed on the priority function that requires the priority set of an illegal state to be empty (refer to Section IV-A). P.5) The system behavior under contains the closed-loop behavior resulting from the conventional modular control approach; i.e., and Therefore, from the above properties, we can conclude this subsection with the following theorem, which is vital to the success of the MCP scheme.
Theorem 1: Let . Then, for all , exists such that . That is, at any time, at least one of the individual supervisors is in its legal state set.
Proof: Follows directly from Proposition 1 and the definitions of individual control policy , priority function , and joint control policy .
Note that, in the MCP scheme, an individual supervisor will never make an unrealistic attempt to disable a feasible, but uncontrollable event to satisfy the given requirement when the supervisor is in a legal state of its realization. This assurance is given by Step 2 of the construction procedure for its corresponding realization described in Section III-B, where the controllability issue is resolved. From Theorem 1, we know that under the joint supervision at least one of the individual supervisors is in a legal state. Meanwhile, from Sections III-A and IV-A, an individual supervisor simply enables all feasible events and has an empty priority set when it is in an illegal state of its realization. Hence, we can conclude that the joint control policy will also never attempt to disable a feasible, but uncontrollable event.
Although Theorem 1 guarantees that at any time at least one of the individual supervisors is in its legal state set, it does not address the issue of whether each supervisor will eventually be in its legal state set along a trace of the controlled behavior. This problem is beyond the scope of this paper; related work on this topic can be found in [24] -c.f. the property of functionality discussed therein. We also note that, in the applications that have motivated the MCP scheme, such as the problem of feature interactions, the system has a "reinitialization" property (e.g., termination of a call) that ensures that a temporarily overridden supervisor returns to its legal state set.
C. Realization of Supervised Behavior
In Section IV-A, we have described how to construct , resulting in the supervised system . However, it is sometimes convenient to have a legal machine that generates as well as a realization of ("legal machine" and "realization" here are to be interpreted as in Section III-B). In this subsection, we will discuss how to construct such a legal machine and realization from the realizations of the individual supervisors that compose the MCP. For simplicity, we will discuss only the case of . The method can however be extended to more than two supervisors by the associativity property of .
Let 
It can be shown that the joint control action after a trace equals the legal active event set at the corresponding state in the joint realization; i.e.,
The realization of a joint supervisor has one more component (i.e., the illegal transition function) than the realization of an individual supervisor defined in Section III-B. The illegal transition function is not necessary in the case of an individual supervisor. For the sake of uniformity, if we wish that the realization of an individual supervisor have the same structure as that of a joint supervisor, we could add a (fictitious) illegal transition function as the seventh component to the realization of an individual supervisor given in Section III-B. The illegal transition function would be defined as undefined where is the state space of the realization of an individual supervisor. With this addition, the legal active event set of an individual supervisor previously defined in (1) in Section III-B would be modified to an equation similar to (5) (with all subscripts removed).
Example 6 [Illustrative Example (Con't.)]:
We can construct the realization for the joint supervision of and in our illustrative example when using the priority functions of Example 5. This is shown in Fig. 11 , where illegal states and illegal transitions are shaded. 2 Note that, in states and , although disables event can be executed by the system under joint supervision because it is in the priority set of (but not in that of ) and enabled by in that state. Supervisor then becomes inactive once is executed in states or and remains inactive until the system enters state again. We can see from Fig. 11 that the system behavior under the joint supervision is not blocking; i.e., . Remark 1: As shown in this subsection, the construction of the joint supervisor is consistent with that of an individual supervisor. The legal machine and realization of the joint supervision have the same structures as those of individual supervisors. The joint control action can be obtained from the state of the joint realization in the same way that the individual control action is defined on an individual realization. In fact, joint supervisors can usually be treated as individual supervisors, and most of the properties of individual supervisors hold for joint supervisors. The construction procedure in this subsection will still work when or are themselves joint supervisors. Hence, we shall use the term constituent supervisors in the situations whenever individual and joint supervisors are both applicable 2 For convenience, we have simplified the labels of the states shown in Fig. 11 [e.g., state (A; C; 0) is equivalent to state ((A; 0); (C; 0))].
and reserve the term individual supervisors to situations when only the supervisors constructed by the procedure presented in Section III can be used.
Remark 2: By now, we can clearly see that our MCP scheme is different from the prioritized synchronous composition (PSC) [7] in several ways. First and foremost, MCP is a scheme specifically designed for modular control of a system, whereas PSC is a general operation for composition of processes. No notion of "legal" and "illegal" states in PSC exists, and these two sets are at the core of the MCP paradigm. (We explained earlier the motivation for these two sets.) This characteristic is why our problem could not be formulated in the context of PSC. In MCP, priority functions change with states and, in particular, they depend on . In PSC, the priority sets are fixed and no notion of the set of legal states exists. With the help of , we can define legal and illegal behaviors while leaving the language generated by unchanged:
. Another (albeit technical) difference is that, even within , the transitions defined in our scheme are different from those of PSC: an event can occur only if both and enable it; in contrast, in PSC it will be executed if one of the processes executes it.
D. Blocking Issues in MCP
One of the main reasons for using priorities in modular control is to overcome blocking, which occurs when . It is convenient to characterize the notion of blocking for a supervisor by its realization , or more precisely, its legal machine . For this purpose, we define the notion of a blocking entity as follows.
Definition 1 [Blocking Entities]:
A set of states of a legal machine (i.e., ) is a blocking entity if , does not exist such that such that
That is, a blocking entity of a legal machine is a strongly connected component that i) cannot reach any states not in and ii) does not contain a marked state in . Using this definition, we conclude that an MCP supervisor is nonblocking if and only if no blocking entities exist in its corresponding legal machine. Note that every individual supervisor, , is nonblocking by construction in the MCP scheme (see Section III-B).
To detect the blocking entities in a legal machine , in practice, it is usually more efficient to i) first perform the coaccessibility analysis of states in to marked states, ii) apply standard algorithms of finding strongly connected components (e.g., the algorithm in [25, Section 23.5] ) to the part of that is not coaccessible to marked states. These strongly connected components are then the blocking entities in . The running time of this procedure is in the worst case. Note that, in our MCP scheme, the nonconflicting condition is neither necessary nor sufficient for nonblocking joint supervision of nonblocking individual supervisors and . Given the fact that i) we incorporate state information in specifying requirements and ii) the system behavior under the joint supervision could move between legal states and illegal states of the realization for an individual supervisor, we believe that it is not appropriate, if not impossible, to use a purely language-based approach to characterize the conditions for nonblocking joint supervision in the MCP scheme. Hence, the best way thus far in checking for nonblocking joint supervision in the MCP scheme is to construct the joint realization and apply standard algorithms for detecting strongly connected components to check for the existence of blocking entities.
The priority mechanism provides a flexible means to resolve blocking among constituent supervisors working in a modular fashion. If priority functions of the constituent supervisors are assigned appropriately, a constituent supervisor may be able to lead the system out of the potentially blocking situation by "forcing" the execution of an event in its current priority set. In the rest of the paper, we present several techniques that allow systematic assignments/modifications of priority functions to individually nonblocking supervisors to generate a nonblocking joint supervisor under the MCP scheme.
It is worth noting that one intuitive way to assign priority functions to resolve blocking under the MCP scheme is to simply assign all events to the priority function of a nonblocking constituent supervisor and set the priority functions of all other constituent supervisors to empty sets. However, the resulting system behavior in this case is usually unsatisfactory because it equals the system behavior under the sole supervision of the constituent supervisor to which we gave the priority. Other constituent supervisors are virtually "disabled," and their objectives can never be achieved. In contrast, the priority assignment algorithms to be presented in the following sections assign/modify appropriate priorities to resolve blocking if necessary while trying to preserve the objectives of the constituent supervisors.
V. DESIGN OF MIXED PRIORITY FUNCTIONS TO RESOLVE BLOCKING
In this section, we present two algorithms that do not commit to always giving priorities to the same supervisor whenever conflicts occur. The first (iterative) algorithm can be applied without any assumptions on the uncontrolled system behavior, and the second (noniterative) algorithm is used when the marked system behavior is livelock-free [26] . For the algorithms presented in this section, we assume without loss of generality that the state spaces of the constituent realizations and the state space of the joint realization are the same; that is, . If this assumption is not true, we first construct the joint realization from the given and . Then, it is straightforward to build from machine that refines the realization with respect to , for . The state space of is the same as that of and a subjective function :
exists, for , such that
The priority functions of the constituent supervisors are then updated to the refined state space by for all . New , and are obtained similarly. We then use the refined constituent realizations in place of in the algorithm. The complexity of obtaining is . .) The algorithm requires that a cost value for each event with respect to the constituent supervisor , be given. This positive cost value is a design parameter that represents a certain "measurement" (such as the cost of execution) or preference of the particular event with respect to the supervisor. 3 The cost of a trace in is then the sum of the cost values of the event labels along this trace. For each constituent realization , we define a state-based cost function :
A. General Case
(where is the set of positive real numbers) and :
as shown in (6) at the bottom of the page. A simple algorithm that proceeds in a breath-first manner similar to that in [25, Section 23.2] can be used to determine proper values of and for all states in , with the worst-case running time of . Directly from the definitions of and , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1:
We propose to assign priorities by proceeding iteratively as follows. In each iteration, we detect all blocking entities that exist in the current joint legal machine. For each blocking entity, we select a state in either of the constituent legal machines such that has the smallest value among the states in the blocking entity (i.e., a state that has "the smallest cost to reach 3 Alternatively, we could define the cost value on each transition (1; 1) in R , which would give us a finer measurement.
the smallest cost among the costs of all traces from to the set going through states in only, if otherwise the first event label along one of the above smallest-cost traces from to if undefined, otherwise (6) a marked state"). We then assign to the priority set of the corresponding constituent supervisor at state and remove from the priority set of the other constituent supervisor, if necessary. The iterative procedure continues until the resulting system is nonblocking or the monotonically increasing function reaches an upper bound. , . To show that Algorithm 1 can indeed assign priority functions appropriately to generate a nonblocking joint supervisor, we adopt the following four-step reasoning: i) Lemma 2 will show that any state picked at Step 3b) was never picked previously; ii) this implies that the function represents the number of states that have been picked after the th iteration as shown in Corollary 1; iii) because this function increases monotonically, in Theorem 3, we show that the algorithm will stop after a finite number of iterations; and, finally, iv) Theorem 4 shows that, when the algorithm stops, the joint supervisor using the final priority assignments is nonblocking. Continuing from our illustrative example, a simple (and often natural) way to assign cost values to events is to set the cost value of every event in to one for both constituent supervisors. Hence, the cost of a trace in equals the number of transitions in this trace. Let us assume that the priority functions of and are initially empty at all of their states. Because the state spaces of these realizations are not the same, we apply the procedure described at the beginning of this section to refine them to machines and , which have the same state space as that of the machine in Fig. 11 . Applying Algorithm 1, we find that in the first iteration two blocking entities exist: and , . Because and are the smallest values in their respective blocking entities, and are added to the priority sets, and , respectively. The resulting nonblocking joint realization is shown in Fig. 12 .
Example 8 [Feature Interactions]:
Consider the three-user telephone system described in Section II. We implement the TCS feature (for user 0 to screen out calls from user 2) and the CF feature (that redirects calls for user 0 to user 1's phone) as modular MCP supervisors at switch 0 based on the MCP specification models and presented in Section III. The uncontrolled plant has 72 states. We assume that the priority functions for the TCS and CF supervisors are initially empty. The resulting joint realization contains 399 states, among which 126 states are legal and the initial state is the only marked state. Applying the procedure of detecting blocking entities outlined in Section IV-D, we can find a blocking entity of 24 states. This blocking entity corresponds to the conflict between the TCS and CF features when user 2 calls user 0, as described in Section II.
If we set the cost value of every event in to one for both TCS and CF supervisors, by applying Algorithm 1, we find at the first iteration that at state [where the five components of represent the corresponding states in the state machines , and , respectively] of the blocking entity, we have the smallest cost function values [where and are the cost functions for TCS and CF supervisors, respectively] among the cost function values of all states in the blocking entity. Because both TCS and CF have the same cost function value at , Algorithm 1 can assign either to the priority set of TCS supervisor at or to that of CF supervisor at to resolve the conflicts.
In a different scenario, we assign the cost values of all forwarding events to be two and set the cost values of other events to be one, which implies that we consider forwarding a call more costly than other operations. In this case, we find that the same state still has the smallest cost function value among all states in the blocking entity found in the first iteration of Algorithm 1. However, the cost function value of CF supervisor at , now becomes three. Hence, the algorithm assigns to the priority set of TCS supervisor at to resolve the blocking.
In both cases, Algorithm 1 terminates after the first iteration and the resulting joint supervisor after the modification is nonblocking.
It is necessary to iterate in Algorithm 1 because the assignment of priorities to one constituent supervisor will make the joint legal machine visit states or transitions that could not be reached before. These new behaviors could in turn produce some new blocking entities. The following example illustrates this concern.
Example 9 [Iterative Example]: Consider the realizations and , for nonblocking constituent supervisors and , respectively, shown in Fig. 13 . Observe that the state spaces of and are the same. Assume that the priority functions of these constituent supervisors are empty at all states in the realizations initially and that the cost values of all events equal one. We apply Algorithm 1 to assign priority functions appropriately to obtain a nonblocking joint supervisor.
As shown in Fig. 14(a) , the initial legal machine, , contains a blocking entity that is detected in the first iteration of the algorithm. Because is the smallest value among those of the blocking entity [other values include , and ], the priority function of at state is set as . However, the resolution of the blocking entity detected in the first iteration creates a new blocking entity , as indicated in Fig. 14 the blocking entity is resolved. The legal machine in Fig. 14(c) shows that the resulting behavior is nonblocking after two iterations of the algorithm. Algorithm 1 uses state-based cost functions in aiding the selection of states and events to which the priority is awarded. For each blocking entity detected, it adopts a "hill-climbing" strategy that picks the state of a constituent realization whose cost to marked states is the smallest. By proper tuning of the event costs, a user can therefore control the degree to which each supervisor is prioritized in the solution produced by the algorithm. We emphasize the important point that Algorithm 1 results in a "locally minimum" solution by the number of modifications made to the priority functions for achieving nonblocking joint supervision. We focus on this property of the algorithm in the remainder of this subsection.
We record each modification of priority functions during the execution of Algorithm 1 as a triple , where i) is the th blocking entity found in the th iteration of the algorithm, ii) is the state picked for whose priority sets were changed, and iii)
indicates the constituent realization whose priority set at was awarded the priority of event [i.e., ]. Let be the set of modifications made by running Algorithm 1 on the joint MCP supervision of and . The following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 applies a (locally) minimum set of modifications to the priority functions that results in a nonblocking joint supervisor.
Theorem 5: For all and , the modifications of priority functions by result in a blocking joint supervisor. Proof: Please refer to [24] .
B. Livelock-Free Case
In this subsection, we discuss the assignment of priority functions when the marked system behavior is livelock-free. As defined in [26] , is livelock-free if where is the length of , and denotes that is a prefix of , which is equivalent to saying that is livelock-free if and only if each directed cycle in the state machine contains at least one marked state. In the context of the MCP scheme, we have the following lemma. 4 From the second part of Lemma 3, we know that, if is livelock-free, the resulting (marked) behavior of the joint supervisor , is also livelock-free. Hence, every directed cycle in contains at least one marked state, which means that the only possible blocking entities in are single-state blocking entities, namely, deadlock states. Based on this observation, the following simple algorithm can assign appropriate priority functions to constituent nonblocking supervisors and , so that is nonblocking, given that is livelock-free. By doing so, we avoid iterating, in contrast to Step (Note that will not be changed by this reassignment.) Algorithm 2 first identifies all the potential deadlock states in , regardless whether they can be reached in the joint supervised behavior or not. Note that there are no potential deadlock states in , since the constituent supervisor that is not in a legal state will follow passively while the other supervisor (which is in a legal state) is nonblocking. For each potential deadlock state , an event in the legal active event set of one constituent supervisor is picked. This event must exist because the two constituent supervisors are themselves nonblocking. Meanwhile, this event must not be in the legal active event set of the other constituent supervisor, or the system would not block at this state. The assignment of the priority sets ensures that the event can occur at this state in the joint supervisor. Finally, the priority functions are reset to the initial conditions at all potential deadlock states that cannot be reached under the resulting joint supervisor. Note that this algorithm does not need to calculate and , and it has a worst-case running time of . The correctness of this algorithm is shown in the following theorem. , which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, the resulting joint supervisor is nonblocking.
Because the above algorithm is not iterative, it can be adapted for online execution: whenever a potential deadlock state is detected, the algorithm will pick and or such that . This event is then appended to and removed from if necessary.
VI. DESIGN OF DOMINANT PRIORITY FUNCTIONS TO RESOLVE BLOCKING
We now investigate priority assignment algorithms that always give priorities to a designated constituent supervisor whenever conflicts occur in the joint supervisor. First, we discuss design techniques under the assumption that the state spaces of the constituent supervisors and the joint supervisor are the same. Then, we present design techniques in which this assumption is relaxed.
A. Design Techniques Based on State Space of Joint Realization
With the assumption that the constituent supervisors and the joint supervisor have the same state space, algorithms that always assign priorities to a designated constituent supervisor whenever necessary can be readily obtained from the algorithms presented in the previous section. For the general case, Algorithm 1 can be modified so that only the and values of the dominating constituent supervisor are determined in Step 1 and only the values of the dominating constituent supervisor are considered in Step 3b). Similarly, for a livelock-free system , we modify Algorithm 2, so that in Step 3, only an event in the legal active event set of the dominant constituent supervisor can be picked to resolve the potential deadlock. The correctness of these modified algorithms is easily demonstrated by straightforward modifications to the proofs of the correctness of Algorithms 1 and 2. The worst-case running times of these modified algorithms are the same as those of the algorithms described in Section V.
It is worth noting that the algorithms described above (as well as those presented in the next subsection) guarantee that the resulting joint behavior can never violate the requirement imposed by the dominating constituent supervisor. It does not mean that the other constituent supervisor does not have any effect on the joint behavior. The notion of dominance applies only when conflicts (i.e., blocking entities) occur.
B. Design Techniques Based on State Spaces of Constituent Supervisors
In this subsection, we relax the assumption on the state spaces made in the previous subsection; namely, the state spaces of the realizations of the constituent supervisors need not be the same.
Hence, the refinement procedure mentioned at the beginning of Section V need not be performed. As in the case of Algorithm 1, we assume the cost values of all events with respect to the dominant constituent supervisors are given.
Given two nonblocking MCP supervisors and , the following algorithm will assign an appropriate priority function to each constituent supervisor such that the resulting joint supervisor is nonblocking. In this algorithm, priorities are always given to supervisor whenever conflicts exist. That is, is the dominant supervisor between the two individual supervisors. The resulting priority functions will be denoted by (where stands for dominant case). Note that the Boolean function Flag is introduced solely for the proof of the correctness of the algorithm; it keeps track of whether the algorithm has assigned priorities to a state. For each blocking entity found in each iteration, the state that has the smallest value is picked. The event is then appended to the priority set of at and removed from the priority set of at , if necessary. To show the correctness of the algorithm, we adopt an approach similar to that used for Algorithm 1.
Lemma 4: In Algorithm 3, at Step 3b), the state that is picked satisfies . Proof: Suppose not, then, implies and , and the assignments were made in some prior iterations. Then i) (otherwise could not be a blocking entity); ii)
, by Lemma 1. This is a contradiction of the way that was picked.
Corollary 2: The number of states for which after the th iteration equals , and thus it strictly increases after each iteration.
Proof: The first part of the statement follows directly from Step 3 of Algorithm 3 and Lemma 4; the last part then follows immediately from Step 3a) of Algorithm 3. From Corollary 2 and Theorem 7, the algorithm has at most (more precisely, ) iterations of Step 3 and each iteration of Step 3 runs in time (which is the worst-case running time for finding the blocking entities in the joint realization ). Hence, the worst-case running time of Algorithm 3 is . Similarly to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 3 adopts a "hill-climbing" strategy, which results in a locally minimum solution by the number of modifications to the priority functions made for achieving nonblocking joint supervision. This property of Algorithm 3 can be characterized by a theorem similar to Theorem 5 (details omitted).
Finally, observe that, if the initial priority function of supervisor 2 is empty, we have that
Example 10 [Illustrative Example (Cont.)]:
Continuing from Example 7, we assume that the cost value of every event in with respect to is set to one and the priority functions of and are empty at all of their corresponding states initially. In this example, we want to always give priority to whenever conflicts exist. Because the assumption of the same state space for and is relaxed, we can apply Algorithm 3 directly (with dominating instead of ). Again, two blocking entities, and , are found in the first iteration. Event is added to for the first blocking entity. However, although , event is assigned to for the second blocking entity. The resulting nonblocking joint realization is shown in Fig. 15 . Example 11 [Feature Interactions (Cont.) ]: For the interaction between the TCS feature and the CF feature described in Example 8, intuitively, we should favor the TCS supervisor in resolving the interaction, which is because user 0 does not want to hear from user 2 anyway. Hence, we apply Algorithm 3 to our example and assign priority events to states in the TCS realization whenever necessary. We assume that the priority functions for TCS and CF are empty initially and that the cost values of all events in TCS are set to one.
In the first iteration, we find the same blocking entity of 24 states that was described in Example 8. Examining the cost function of the TCS feature among the TCS part of the states in the blocking entity, we find that has the smallest value of two at state of the individual realization for TCS [where the four components of represent the corresponding states in the state machines ], and , respectively). Hence, we assign event to the priority set of TCS realization at state to resolve the blocking. The resulting joint supervisor is nonblocking after this modification.
For a livelock-free system, an algorithm for dominant priority assignment similar to that presented in Section V-B, but without the assumption of same state space can be obtained by suitably modifying Algorithm 2. Note that one of the variations is that instead of picking any event for some potential deadlock state , we can try to "reuse" some event in , which has already been picked to resolve other potential deadlock states or , where and . This variation can reduce the size of the priority set at states in .
VII. RESOLVING BLOCKING FOR MORE THAN TWO CONSTITUENT SUPERVISORS
In this section, we investigate blocking resolution techniques for dealing with more than two constituent supervisors. We first discuss procedures that assign appropriate priorities to multiple constituent supervisors in one step to result in a nonblocking joint supervisor. Then, we focus on techniques that assign priorities and resolve conflicts in an incremental manner.
A. One-Step Blocking Resolution
Given a set of constituent supervisors (where ), , we now discuss how to assign priority functions to the constituent supervisors so that the joint supervisor is nonblocking. The algorithms presented in Sections V and VI can be readily extended to achieve this goal in a single step. To assign mixed priority functions to multiple constituent supervisors, we modify Algorithm 1 such that the and values of all constituent supervisors are determined in Step 1. In Step 3b), the values of all constituent supervisors are considered and the priority functions of all constituent supervisors are updated accordingly. For a livelock-free system, Algorithm 2 is modified so that in Step 3 the event that is chosen to resolve the potential deadlock can be picked from the legal active event set of any of the constituent supervisors. The state spaces of all constituent supervisors should be the same for these two algorithms to be applicable. Finally, Algorithm 3 can be used to give preference to a predetermined constituent supervisor among multiple supervisors, except that the joint realization of these supervisors is used in detecting blocking entities in this case.
B. Incremental Blocking Resolution
In the previous subsection, we described one-step procedures for priority assignment to multiple constituent supervisors to resolve blocking. However, blocking among multiple constituent supervisors can also be resolved in an incremental manner. Incremental blocking resolution is preferable when the constituent supervisors are introduced sequentially in the system. Moreover, partial ordering of priorities among a given set of supervisors can be achieved by applying priority assignment algorithms incrementally. The following example illustrates this idea.
Example 12 [Partial Ordering of Priorities]:
Given six constituent supervisors, , we want to generate a nonblocking joint supervisor according to the partial ordering of priorities among the constituent supervisors shown in Fig. 16 (where has priority over and , and so on).
A nonblocking joint supervisor can be obtained by applying Algorithms 1 and 3 in the following order:
The notation in the above equation means applying Algorithm 1 to and . Similarly, stands for applying Algorithm 3 to and , where is the dominant supervisor.
Although the joint control policy of multiple constituent supervisors can be implemented as a single (joint) supervisor based on the joint realization and legal machine obtained at the end of the process of priority assignment, it is more likely (and preferable in practice) that the joint control policy will be implemented in a modular manner, as depicted in Fig. 1,  i. e., as a set of "individual" supervisors with one coordinator. If blocking among supervisors is resolved in one step by the procedures described in the previous subsection, the priority functions of the supervisors are updated during the procedure and the modular control scheme of Fig. 1 can be readily implemented. However, if blocking is resolved incrementally, because only the priority functions of various intermediate constituent supervisors are modified, a "priority updating" procedure to "push down" the changes of priority functions along the process to the original constituent supervisors is required before implementation. We now present an algorithm for this purpose.
Let (with priority function ) be a constituent supervisor that is the joint supervisor of individual supervisors (with corresponding priority functions ). Further, we assume (without loss of generality) that , where and are the state spaces of the realizations of and . If we apply a priority assignment algorithm that modifies to , Algorithm 4 can update the priority functions of , to such that , where is an arbitrary constituent supervisor with priority function . Note that the priority assignment algorithm used to modify to is not restricted to the algorithms presented in Sections V and VI. Algorithm 4 applies to any priority assignment procedure in which the following two assumptions hold.
A.1)
(where is the set of legal states in ).
A.2)
(where is the legal active event set at .
The purpose of Assumption A.1 is to be consistent with one of the basic assumptions in the MCP scheme (see Section III-B), namely, that the priority set is empty at any illegal state. Assumption A.2 means that the priority assignment algorithm removes from the priority set only events that are already disabled by this supervisor. This assumption is not restrictive when we assign priorities to "enlarge" the joint behavior to resolve blocking. The removal of originally enabled events from the priority set does not "enlarge" the joint behavior; this is why we have not considered this strategy to resolve blocking. If an event was added to the joint priority set by the priority assignment algorithm, it appends to the priority sets of all individual supervisors, where is a legal state. Algorithm 4 removes an event from the priority sets of all the individual supervisors if is removed by the priority assignment algorithm. The running time of Algorithm 4 is . The simplest way to prove the correctness of Algorithm 4 is to first show that it is correct when (this is done in Theorem 9) and then to show that incremental application of Algorithm 4 to pairs of supervisors produces the same result as a single application of it to a set of supervisors (this is done in Proposition 4). [24] . Let be the joint supervisor that results from individual supervisors , with their respective priority functions . The following proposition shows that, when the joint priority function is changed to by some priority assignment algorithm, applying Algorithm 4 directly to update the priority functions of the three individual supervisors produces the same result as first applying Algorithm 4 to update the priority function of and (where ) and then updating the priority functions of and by applying Algorithm 4 on the updated priority function of . Denote the updated individual priority functions by the first approach (direct approach) as , and denote the updated individual priority function by the second approach (indirect approach) as .
Proposition 4:
Proof: Immediate by Algorithm 4 and the definition of . The correctness of Algorithm 4 for arbitrary is then obtained immediately from Theorem 9 and Proposition 4. Note that Proposition 4 implies that, regardless of how a joint supervisor is produced (incrementally or directly) from a set of individual supervisors, whenever the joint priority function is changed, the priority functions of the individual supervisors can be updated by applying Algorithm 4 only once. Hence, the priority functions of individual supervisors need not be updated constantly along the design process; they need only be updated by Algorithm 4 right before the implementation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new scheme for modular control of discrete event systems in which the individual supervisors have associated priority functions that play a central role in determining the coordinated control action of these supervisors. Central to our approach is the fact that a supervisor can be forced out-of-specification when its control action is overridden because of the priority sets of other supervisors at a given time. We have adopted a state-based approach to capture the notion of a supervisor being in-specification or out-of-specification and to specify the priority function of a supervisor, which has led us to propose a specific construction procedure for supervisors, so that they can properly function in our modular control scheme with priorities. This process has also led us to the development of different priority assignment algorithms for the individual supervisors that ensure nonblocking under joint supervision. We note that the MCP scheme can also be used to resolve other issues such, as "functionality," defined and considered in [24] .
Among possible topics for future research, we mention: i) extension of the priority scheme to the case of partial event observation; ii) development of online priority assignment schemes that do not require constructing the joint realization to deal with the state explosion problem for systems with many interacting components; and iii) development of heuristics for appropriately choosing the event cost function used by the priority assignment algorithms based on the application of interest.
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